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Humans:

Humans are, of course, the most wide spanning

group of the common creatures of the ancient world, and

are at the center of nearly every historical incident and

event. They spread like a virus, with only their own

obsession with killing each other preventing them from

taking control of the entire world in one fell swoop. They

are a passionate race, capable of adapting to nearly any

situation, and creating social groups from all types. They

are quick to learn and adjust to conquer, though this is

offset by them being slightly weaker than the various

beastmen of the world.

Perhaps the most powerful aspect of a human is

his ability to strive for greatness. The beastmen of the

world generally reach a happy equilibrium with nature

and their surroundings, content to exist as a member of a

world. Humans are not so easily sated, and struggle for

power without end. A human with ambition is the

deadliest force on the planet, and will stop at nothing to

have his way, regardless of the consequences.

The player can either pick a human of the Egypt

nation, from one of the major Greek states, or from

Greek's Macedonia. They can live to 80 years before

dying of old age.



Crocodiles:

The crocodile beastmen of the Nile have a very tenuous relationship with the Egyptians. While

they normally live in the waters, they are forced to deal with the harsh desert land when the river runs

dry. This often forces them to raid and hunt various Egyptian villages and caravans to take their food, so

they've grown accustomed to covering stretches of desert. They're rather shamanistic and obey the call

of the nature gods, and can shift from aggressive to tolerant depending on the natural pull of the tribe

and the time of year.

Physically, they're generally 8-feet tall, and have a large amount of power in their body. Their

crocodile skin is especially thick and serves well to deflect attacks. Surprisingly agile, they can hold their

breath for half an hour without trouble, and can swim easily. They are not as intelligent as the humans.

A typical lifespan for a Crocodile Beastman who dies of old age is 150 years. If there's one thing a

crocodile is good at, it's waiting; these creatures have a ridiculous amount of patience, and know when

to strike.

A player of this race can either be a tribesman of the Nile, or a servant of the Pharaoh and a

member of his elite division due to any number of reasons (traded after a dispute over village raiding,

forced to serve Pharaoh or starve, feels more welcome in the human cities than the tribes, exiled

perhaps).



Sekhmet Lionesses:

The daughters of the Egyptian war god Sekhmet, they are often called the offspring Sekhmet.

An entirely female race of lion beastwomen, they serve the Pharaoh as part of the elite divisions of his

forces, namely under the title Sekhmet's Pride. They are both feared for their ferocity, aggressiveness,

and sheer power.

Standing at 6-feet tall, the Sekhmet Lions are not as imposing a sight as the Crocodile Beastmen

or the Anubis Jackals of Egypt's lands and forces, but they are perhaps feared even moreso. These lions,

while serving their god and thus protecting Egypt from invading forces and threats, are loose cannons

with little respect for chains of command or ruling bodies. They serve the Pharaoh because their god

demands it, not because they want to.

They are rippled with muscle and have no trouble using their large claws to operate armor,

weaponry, or tearing into things with them. They are just as intelligent as any human, but lack a

human's need for group cohesion. They are quite content to do things themselves, and as long as they

do not anger their god, see no reason to approach things calmly, instead preferring to use brute force.

Thus, they lack wisdom. Their average lifespan to death of old age is 60 years.

The offspring of Sekhmet are born of ancient, secret rituals performed in the capital temple of

Sekhmet, and no one knows how these creatures are truly raised, or if they are even spawned as infants.

Despite their single-sex race, they are fully equipped to mate and reproduce with members of the

opposite sex, but none are ever spawned of their temple. No lioness can remember their birth.

Picture guideline only, cause they

look like a lioness, not a leopard.



Anubis Jackals:

The sons of the Egyptian god Anubis, now protector of the underworld as Osiris has taken over

management. They are the other half of the Egyptian elite beastmen forces, and are often called the

sons or dogs of Anubis. Their division in the military is called Death's Hand. Unlike Sekhmet's Pride, they

are revered more than feared, and have earned great respect among the people of Egypt.

They serve the Pharaoh with a quiet joy, and are pleased to be a member of the pack. They are

normally reserved, preferring a stony silence that reflects their positions of watchers over the dead as

well as members of the military guard. With both their size and respected positions, they are usually

given plenty of room, and people avoid getting in their path. As watchers over the dead, Death's Hand

also offers some of its members to serve in each burial ceremony, and it's ultimately an Anubis Jackal's

duty to seal a Pharaoh away when his time has come. Through their birth right, they are also able to

speak with the dead, and can learn of final wishes or special rights the spirits may request, or needed

information.

Standing at 8-feet tall, the Anubis Jackals are thin and light for their size, but like all beastmen,

are stronger, faster, and tougher than humans. They have long thin snouts, long pointed ears, and short

black fur. They do not have the keen mind of a cat or human, but have a strong sense of loyalty and

understand putting the needs of the many over the needs of the few. Their average lifespan to death of

old age is 50 years.

Like the daughters of Sekhmet, the sons of Anubis are birthed in a secret ceremony within the

temple of Anubis. No one knows how they are trained or if they are even born as infants. Despite their

single-sex race, they are fully equipped to mate and reproduce with members of the opposite sex, but

none are ever spawned of their temple. No jackal can remember their birth.



Centaurs:

The centaurs are a tribal people native to the lands of Greece. One of the more common

beastmen, they are not an uncommon sight in the wild, though only a few are ever seen within the

capitals of the Greek states where they play the roles of combat instructors and survival experts.

Mostly, their various groups are aggressive and prone to getting into conflicts with various states over

land, food, and nymphs. They are usually very cocky and elitist, considering themselves superior to the

humans in most respects, but as Chiron showed not all centaurs are like this.

Being half horse, they are able to run much faster than humans, and are fairly tough and hard to

kill. Their endurance is legendary, and while their strength is nothing magical, they're just as capable as

any human warrior in all aspects. They can only wear armor designed for centaurs, and while centaur

tribes only make light armor for centaurs, the Greek states do have blacksmiths who can make medium

and heavy armor for the few centaurs who work with the cities. They generally stand about 8-feet tall.

Their average lifespan of death to old age is about 80 years.



Satyrs:

While satyrs are loners and rarely stick with a family group for longer than needed, they are

probably the happiest race in all of the world. Blessed or cursed with a never ending curiosity and

passionate outlook on the world, Satyrs have trouble taking the world seriously, more content to frolic

and enjoy the immediate rather than plan for the future. They live for romance, and spend their free

time singing songs about love

and sex, and dance the night

away to their flutes. The world

considers them too mischievous,

and the Greek states rarely allow

one to stay for long, though the

occasional satyr has made an

alliance with a state. They are

masters of stealth in the forests,

and thus do serve a purpose.

A satyr is of similar

height and power to a human,

though faster, lighter on their

feet, and quicker with words. For

the most part their upper half

looks human, except for the

males carrying large curved horns

about the sides of their heads,

and the females carrying smaller

horns towards the upper center

of their foreheads. The lower

half is that of a deer or gazelle,

except only the two legs rather

than four like the centaurs. Their

average lifespan of death to old

age is about 100 years.



Harpies:

Harpies are a bird people, native to both Egypt and Greece. They are widely considered no

better than birds, and some cultures even hunt them for food. Persians in particular love to hunt for

harpy eggs along their western borders.

Harpies live in large flocks ranging from 20 to 100 members, comprised of a mix of family and

friends. They don't care for order or inner/outer politics, and prefer to handle issues like a community,

for better or worse. They're fairly aggressive, and do not get along with any of the other races. Many

cities and states even consider them hostile, and no law protects them from being killed on sight.

They can live to be

120-years-old, and the

women generally give birth to

6 or 7 children in their

lifespan. Their eggs take a

few months to hatch, and the

hatch-lings become adults in

about 8 years. This makes the

harpy race a strong race, and

difficult to wipe out.

Combined with their

stubbornness, they can

survive in many

environments, and are found

in places such as desert

canyons and forests. They

stand on average 5'6", and

weigh on average 80lbs.

Their bodies look very

human, except for hands of

claw fingers with wings

attached underneath the

arms. Their feet are very

much bird feet, as if they

belonged on a giant eagle.

Oh, and feathers.



Minotaurs:

Minotaurs are perhaps the most widely feared of the beastmen. Found mostly in Greece, they

have a long, brutal repetition as barbarians, savages, and killers. It's true. Roaming bands of minotaurs

are, while rare, absolutely terrifying. Minotaurs trample and destroy and rape and pillage. Even the

centaurs, while also an unruly and brutal bunch, look down upon the minotaurs as nothing more than

mindless, bloodthirsty beasts. It is a long, troubled history for the minotaur, dating back in song and tale

as early as Theseus and the labyrinth.

Only one of the beastmen of the world compare to the minotaur in size and strength, and that's

the crocodiles of the Nile. Minotaurs too stand at about 8-feet, and are towering walls of fury and

destruction. They generally live 70-years. It is a difficult thing for a minotaur to control their rage and

power, and this is shown in their social structure; they have none. Wanderers, nomads, occasional

temporary families, and rare alliances, are what make the minotaur race.

It is possible for wise, calm, and civilized minotaurs to rise from this harsh and cruel world

minotaurs have created for themselves. They are exceptionally rare, so society has learned to fear the

minotaur greatly. A minotaur has no greater challenge in life than to be accepted in civilization.
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